YOUR HOME IN BLOOMFIELD DOWNS

Recall for a moment your own impressions while abroad, when you motored from London out through Surrey or Hampshire. The quaint little villages — the ivy-covered walls, the beautiful green of the trees and hedges — the quiet dignity of the landscape. That is the atmosphere of Bloomfield Downs. The plots of ground are in keeping with the dignity and size of the homes — yet they are not estates and their purchase does not involve the responsibility of expensive upkeep for large areas of land.

If you will come to my office I will show you the plans and specifications on these homes. You will find them 1928 homes in every detail. Smart! New! Modern! You will find the location convenient and delightfully attractive.

The stores, shops, restaurants, groceries, and school at Bloomfield City Conveniences With

"The prospective home-owner inevitably narrows his search to Bloomfield Hills" was the form of a remark made to us recently while driving a prospect to Bloomfield Downs. We agreed. And shortly after arriving at Bloomfield Downs the same philosopher declared that in all his travels and inspections through the hills he was of the opinion that our property was "the end of his Bloomfield Hills search."

The topography is ideal for a city development entirely surrounded by the exclusive estates of the hills. Proximity to the world's greatest highway permits city convenience. Nestled among the estates of rolling hills, beautiful trees and natural beauty unmarred by city intrusion, there is afforded every home owner the restful and healthful license of a country atmosphere.

While lots are large, they do not take up an area that requires considerable upkeep in landscaping as do country estates.